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ADVANCES IN ORGANIZATIONAL PSYCHODYNAMICS

Michael A. Diamond, Series Editor

The University of Missouri Press, in partnership with The Center for the Study of Organizational Change, supports research with the publication of books explaining the theories and methods that describe relational nuances of power and personality, symbol and metaphor, psychopathology and politics, meaning and imagination in the workplace. This series will acknowledge and address questions of irrational, counterproductive, and destructive human behavior in organizations and in organizational leadership.

This book series is interested in analytic depth that advances our understanding and assessment of human organization by reviewing, addressing, and applying contemporary organizational theory and psychoanalysis to organizational behavior and culture. Interdisciplinary in scope, this series will advance knowledge of organizational culture and dynamics through immersion, participant-observation, narrative and storytelling, fieldwork, and ethnography and is intended to fill a void in the literature and offer new insights and frameworks for studying and understanding organizations and organizational participants.

Michael A. Diamond is Professor Emeritus of Public Affairs and Organization Studies, and Director Emeritus, Center for the Study of Organizational Change, Harry S. Truman School of Public Affairs at the University of Missouri–Columbia. He is a recipient of the Levinson Award for Excellence in Consulting awarded by the American Psychological Association. He lives in New York, NY.

For more information on the series or to submit a manuscript proposal, please contact Michael A. Diamond at diamondm@missouri.edu.
“One of the true strengths of this book is the careful and clear explanation of particular aspects of psychoanalytic theory. It is rare in the field of organizational behavior to find these topics presented in a way that can be easily understood and immediately practiced.”

—Aaron J. Nurick, author of The Good Enough Manager: The Making of A GEM

Allcorn and Stein use a psychoanalytically informed perspective to help readers understand why a leader, colleague, or friend behaves in ways that are destructive to others. This understanding can provide a basis for organizations to survive and thrive despite structural or individual dysfunction. Topics covered in the first section include the value of storytelling, an overview of competing paradigms in analysis, and the value of psychoanalysis and its explanatory power. This is followed by illustrative stories organized by theme, and a conclusion that explores the implications of the research and analytic practice.

**Seth Allcorn** is Professor of Professional Practice at the Harry S. Truman School of Public Affairs. He is a founding member of the International Society for the Psychoanalytic Study of Organizations and has worked for more than twenty years as an organizational consultant.

**Howard F. Stein** is Professor Emeritus, Department of Family and Preventive Medicine, University of Oklahoma Health Sciences Center. He is an interdisciplinary seminar facilitator in the American Indian Diabetes Prevention Center in Oklahoma City, OK.
“A highly sophisticated attempt to bridge the difficult space between abstract theorizing and real life experiences. It succeeds brilliantly.” — Yiannis Gabriel, University of Bath

“Michael Diamond develops a multi-layered idea of organizational identity built on psychoanalytic object relations theory and self-psychology. This idea emphasizes the complex relationship between conscious and unconscious processes, true and false self, and conflicted needs for belonging and independence. This is a fine book that will be of value not only to students of organizations but to all of those struggling with their experiences working in organizational settings.” — David Levine, author of *Psychoanalysis, Society, and the Inner World: On Embedded Meaning in Politics and Social Conflict*

“The famous psychoanalyst Erik Erikson once said, ‘In the social jungle of human existence there is no feeling of being alive without a sense of identity.’ Anyone who would like to have a deeper understanding of what happens beneath the surface of organizations would be wise to read this book.” — Manfred F. R. Kets de Vries, Distinguished Clinical Professor of Leadership Development and Organizational Change, INSEAD

This book focuses on the theory and practice of understanding and transforming organizations with the goal to discover common ground between groups and individuals. Diamond presents a framework of reflective practice for organizational researchers, scholar-practitioner consultants, executives, managers, and workers in order to promote a more satisfying and humane work-life.
AMERICA’S SAILORS IN THE GREAT WAR
SEAS, SKIES, AND SUBMARINES

Lisle A. Rose

“In recounting the U.S. Navy’s roles in World War I, Rose makes clear that the Americans were an important component to the ultimate victory, and that the experience laid the keel for the great Navy that would fight and win the next war where the stakes were even higher. Truly a vicariously edifying experience!” — Thomas J. Cutler, U.S. Naval Institute, U.S. Naval War College, author of A Sailor’s History of the U.S. Navy.

When the U.S. entered World War I in April 1917, America’s sailors were immediately forced to engage in the utterly new realm of anti-submarine warfare waged on, below and above the seas by a variety of small ships and the new technology of airpower. The U.S. Navy substantially contributed to the safe trans-Atlantic passage of a two million man Army that decisively turned the tide of battle on the Western Front even as its battleship division helped the Royal Navy dominate the North Sea. Thoroughly professionalized, the Navy of 1917–18 laid the foundations for victory at sea twenty-five years later.

Lisle A. Rose holds a Ph.D. in American history from the University of California, Berkeley, and is the author of thirteen books, including six published by the University of Missouri Press. He has worked as a sailor, a professor, a diplomat, and a court-appointed special advocate for at-risk children. He lives in Edmonds, Washington.

Included in the series, American Military Experience, edited by John C. McManus.
LISLE A. ROSE
WINNER, 2007 JOHN LYMAN BOOK AWARD FOR U.S. NAVAL HISTORY

*Power at Sea* is a narrative assessment of modern sea power: how it emerged from the Age of Fighting Sail, how it was employed in war and peace, and how it has shaped the life of the human community over the past 126 years. Writing with memorable vigor, Lisle A. Rose recalls the early twentieth-century world of emerging, predatory industrial nations engaging in a fierce scramble for global markets and empire. Volume II relates how the strengths and weaknesses of seafaring nations came into play within the crucible of a six-year war during which naval encounters were every bit as critical and frequent as land-based fighting. The concluding volume recounts the well-known naval battles and operations of World War II, placing them in the context of daring gambles open to both the Axis and the Allies that were either seized upon or ignored. Rose then brings readers up to date on the U.S. Navy that now sails on the front line of defense against terrorism—a threat that confronts strategists with the greatest challenge yet to the ongoing relevance of maritime power.

**POWER AT SEA, Volume 1**
The Age of Navalism, 1890–1918

$55.00 S | H: 978-0-8262-1683-0
384 pp. | 16 illus. | maps | 6.13 x 9.25
$24.95 T | P: 978-0-8262-1701-1

**POWER AT SEA, Volume 2**
The Breaking Storm, 1919–1945

$65.00 S | H: 978-0-8262-1694-6
536 pp. | 21 illus. | maps | 6.13 x 9.25
$24.95 T | P: 978-0-8262-1702-8

**POWER AT SEA, Volume 3**

$55.00 S | H: 978-0-8262-1695-3
392 pp. | 14 illus. | maps | 6.13 x 9.25
$24.95 T | P: 978-08262-1703-5

**FAREWELL TO PROSPERITY** (new price)
Wealth, Identity, and Conflict in Postwar America

$24.95 T | H: 978-0-8262-2029-5
496 pp. | 6.125 x 9.25

**EXPLORER**
The Life of Richard E. Byrd

$34.95 T | H: 978-0-8262-1782-0
568 pp. | 32 illus. | maps | 6.125 x 9.25

All titles on this page are currently available and in stock.
HENRY WARE LAWTON
UNION INFANTRYMAN, FRONTIER SOLDIER, CHARISMATIC WARRIOR

Michael E. Shay

“Shay provides an excellent balance between Lawton's life and the historical context in which he lived. Lawton was a man of his times who shaped the society he lived in and the wars he fought.”—Tony R. Mullis, United States Army Command and General Staff College, author of Peacekeeping on the Plains: Army Operations in Bleeding Kansas

Henry Ware Lawton's nearly four decades as a professional soldier in the U.S. Army tie his story closely to that of America in the nineteenth century, from the Civil War to the settlement of the West, to the experiment with empire. Lawton served the country nearly uninterrupted from the day he enlisted at age 18—soon after Lincoln’s first call for volunteers to fight in the Civil War, where he earned a Medal of Honor—to his death at age 56, a major general in the Philippine War. In between, he fought in the Spanish-American War and the Indian Wars and it was during this time that he rose to national prominence as the man who captured Geronimo.

Michael E. Shay is a Judge Trial Referee for the State of Connecticut, having previously served as a Superior Court Judge. He is the author of five previous books, three of them published by the University of Missouri Press. He lives in Connecticut.

OCTOBER | $29.95 T | H: 978-0-8262-2100-1 | 286 pp. | 21 illus. | 3 maps | 6 x 9
ABOUT THE
AMERICAN MILITARY EXPERIENCE SERIES

Edited by John C. McManus

Featured Series Titles by Michael E. Shay

SKY PILOTS
The Yankee Division Chaplains in World War I
$50.00 S | H: 978-08262-2031-8 | 240 pp. | 36 illus. | 6 x 9
The U.S. 26th “Yankee” Division was formally activated for service in 1917. When the soldiers arrived in France, they were accompanied by more than three dozen volunteer chaplains. These clergymen experienced all the horrors of war, shared all the privations of the common soldier, and earned the love and affection of their “boys.”

A CIVILIAN IN LAWTON'S 1899 PHILIPPINE CAMPAIGN
The Letters of Robert D. Carter
$40.00 S | H: 978-08262-2008-0 | 216 pp. | 31 illus. | 6.125 x 9.25
Twenty-two-year-old Robert Dexter Carter served in Manila as a civilian quartermaster clerk during the Philippine-American War. Through his letters to his family, he provided a vivid picture of army life in Manila and his responses to the native culture. His letters, diary, and several related articles present a firsthand account of the historic voyage of the United States Army Transport Grant through the Suez Canal to Manila in early 1899.

REVERED COMMANDER, MALIGNED GENERAL
The Life of Clarence Ransom Edwards, 1859-1931
$45.00 S | H: 978-08262-1922-0 | 288 pp. | 36 illus. | 6 maps | 6.125 x 9.25
This biography of General Clarence Edwards opens with his early years in Cleveland, Ohio, and details the crucial roles Edwards filled in staff and field commands for the U.S. Army before the outbreak of World War I in 1917.

All titles on this page are currently available and in stock.
“Bernie Rollin is a philosopher whose head is most definitely not in the clouds. Instead, it’s on our farms and slaughter plants, in our testing laboratories, in our rodeo arenas, and on our hunting grounds—in short, all the places where humans use animals as they see fit. He’s given us a lucid, compelling blueprint for how to reimagine our relationship with animals, driven by a social ethic that is common to us all and filled with common sense. This is yet another important book from one of the pre-eminent impact players in the contemporary animal protection movement.”—Wayne Pacelle, president & CEO, The Humane Society of the United States

“Possibly the most important book on animal welfare written to date. In exquisite chapter after chapter, Rollin presents the philosophical background of what telos is, why it matters and demonstrates with stories, anecdotes, and data why common sense is an important basis for understanding animals, their needs and their wants.”—Alan Goldberg, Johns Hopkins School of Public Health, Center for Alternatives to Animal Testing, Berman Institute of Bioethics

Bernard E. Rollin, University Distinguished Professor at Colorado State University, is the 2016 recipient of the Lifetime Achievement Award given by the organization Public Responsibility in Medicine and Research. A founder of Animal Ethics, Rollin has served on the Pew National Commission on Industrial Farm Animal Production and on the Institute for Laboratory Animal Resources Council of the National Academy of Sciences. Rollin is also the author of titles, including *The Unheeded Cry: Animal Consciousness, Animal Pain, and Science.*
“A subject currently the focus of intense public discussion, this book conveys a lot of important information in a very brief compass.”—Edward F. Kelly, University of Virginia, author of Beyond Physicalism: Toward Reconciliation of Science and Spirituality

What happens to consciousness during the act of dying? The most compelling answers come from people who almost die and later recall events that occurred while lifesaving resuscitation, emergency care, or surgery was performed. These events are now called near-death experiences (NDEs). As medical and surgical skills improve, innovative procedures can bring back patients who have traveled farther on the path to death than at any other time in history. Physicians and healthcare professionals must learn how to appropriately treat patients who report an NDE. It is estimated that more than 10 million people in the United States have experienced an NDE. Hagan and the contributors to this volume engage in evidence-based research on near-death experiences and include physicians who themselves have undergone a near-death experience. This book establishes a new paradigm for NDEs.

John C. Hagan III, MD is a board certified ophthalmologist and was the founder of Midwest Eye Institute of Kansas City. He has published more than 140 scientific articles and designed several surgical instruments. He is the editor of Missouri Medicine: The Journal of the Missouri State Medical Association and lives in Kansas City, MO.

THE SCIENCE OF NEAR-DEATH EXPERIENCES
Edited by John C. Hagan III, MD
Mind-Body Medicine

SEPTEMBER | $29.95 T | H: 978-0-8262-2103-2 | 208 pp. | 4 illus. | 2 tables | 6 x 9

OF RELATED INTEREST

$39.95 S
H: 978-0-8262-1874-2
170 pp. | 6 X 9
$19.95 T
P: 978-0-8262-1890-2
“At one point or another in our lives, each of us has been ‘famished for something hard to name.’ Knopp gives voice to that yearning, at the same time she refuses to shy away from asking difficult questions.” —Kate Hopper, author of Ready for Air and Use Your Words: A Writing Guide for Mothers

“Her search for a healthy relationship with food is also a quest for meaning and balance that transcends the body.” —Sue William Silverman, author of The Pat Boone Fan Club: My Life as a White Anglo-Saxon Jew

When she was 54, Lisa Knopp’s weight dropped to a number on the scale that she hadn’t seen since seventh grade. The severe food restricting that left her thin and sick when she was 15 and 25 had returned. This time, she was determined to understand the causes of her malady and how she could heal from a condition that is caused by a tangle of genetic, biological, familial, psychological, cultural, and spiritual factors. This compelling memoir, at once a food and illness narrative, explores the forces that cause eating disorders and disordered eating, including the link between those conditions in women, middle-aged and older, and the fear of aging and ageism.

Lisa Knopp is the author of five collections of essays about place, nature, and spirituality. She is professor of English at the University of Nebraska-Omaha.
“Two of the most respected bylines of twentieth century American newspapering were Clyde A. and Clyde H. Farnsworth. The son sweeps the reader along with his dad—from a police beat in small-town Ohio to the Communist revolution in China—and on his own journey—from the massive Billy Sol Estes scam in rural Texas to the miasma of post-Baby Doc Duvalier’s Haiti. A two-for-one tour de force.”—Lewis Simons, Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist and co-author of The Next Front: Southeast Asia and the Road to Global Peace with Islam

This memoir of father and son journalists—both named Clyde Farnsworth—draws on the unfinished autobiography of the author’s father. Largely biographical, this book can be read as a panoramic history of American newspaper journalism in the twentieth-century, covering Prohibition gangs, prison fires, and botched executions in the 1920s and 1930s, to global war, the shaping of postwar Europe and Asia, and America’s emergence from the Cold War. Tangled Bylines includes off-beat encounters with Amelia Earhart, Douglas MacArthur, Charles de Gaulle, Winston Churchill, and Simon Wiesenthal.

Clyde H. Farnsworth is a former foreign correspondent who has written several books, including a novel, Shadow Wars. In 1968 he won the E. W. Fairchild Award of the Overseas Press Club of America for Best Business News Reporting from Abroad. In 1969 he was a Pulitzer Prize finalist for articles on the Warsaw Pact invasion of Czechoslovakia. He lives in Washington, D.C.

NOVEMBER | $26.95 T | H: 978-0-8262-2108-7 | 282 pp. | 14 photos | 6 x 9

TANGLED BYLINES
A FATHER AND SON COVER THE TWENTIETH CENTURY

Clyde H. Farnsworth

Journalism/Biography
JOHN LE CARRÉ’S POST–COLD WAR FICTION

Robert Lance Snyder

“Makes the case that le Carré’s work is far more significant than mere genre fiction. In this respect Snyder links le Carré’s liberal humanism with that of George Orwell, Aldous Huxley, and Graham Greene.” — Myron J. Aronoff, Rutgers University, author of The Spy Novels of John le Carré: Balancing Ethics and Politics

“Snyder makes an entirely plausible case for reading these novels as narratives of intrigue which at the same time include elaborate, often very ironic dialogues about issues of world security.” — David Seed, University of Liverpool, author of Under the Shadow: The Atomic Bomb and Cold War Narratives

This book challenges distinctions between “popular” and “serious” literature by recognizing le Carré as one of the most significant ethicists in contemporary fiction, contributing to an overdue reassessment of his literary stature. Le Carré’s ten post–Cold War novels constitute a distinctive subset of his espionage fiction in their response to the momentous changes in geopolitics that began in the 1990s. Through a close reading of these novels, Snyder traces how—amid the “War on Terror” and transnationalism—le Carré weighs what is at stake in this conflict of deeply invested ideologies.

Robert Lance Snyder is Professor Emeritus of English at the University of West Georgia. He is the author of The Art of Indirection in British Espionage Fiction and editor of two other books. He lives in Carrollton, GA.
THE SUBVERSIVE ART OF
ZELDA FITZGERALD

Deborah Pike

“Challenging, full of energy and interesting, original ideas. Pike’s contention that Zelda Fitzgerald is a Modernist writer who makes a significant contribution to Modernist writing by women is supported by a great deal of well-researched, convincing and illuminating evidence.”
—Sally Cline, author of Zelda Fitzgerald: The Tragic Meticulously Researched Biography of the Jazz Age’s High Priestess

“An impressive, wide-ranging work. It does not simply use biography: it bases its readings and conclusions on a thorough knowledge of all Zelda’s work.”—Linda Wagner-Martin, author of Zelda Sayre Fitzgerald: An American Woman’s Life

Best-known as an icon of the Jazz Age and the unstable wife of F. Scott, Zelda Fitzgerald has inspired studies of her life and work that often perpetuate the myth of the glorious-but-doomed woman. Pike rehabilitates the literary and artistic status of Zelda Fitzgerald by re-assessing her work in light of previously unpublished sources. Fitzgerald’s creative output was astonishing, considering the conditions under which she lived and the brevity of her life: she produced dozens of short stories, several journalistic pieces, a play, two novels, and hundreds of pieces of art. Pike draws upon critics, theorists, and historians to illuminate Fitzgerald’s work as dynamic, subversive and highly modernistic.

Deborah Pike is Senior Lecturer in English Literature at the University of Notre Dame Australia. She lives in Sydney.

DECEMBER | $45.00 S | H: 978-0-8262-2104-9 | 264 pp. | 6 x 9
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$50.00 S
H: 978-0-8262-2067-7
264 pp. | 6.125 X 9.25
PRIVATE AID, POLITICAL ACTIVISM
AMERICAN MEDICAL RELIEF TO SPAIN AND CHINA, 1936–1949

Aelwen D. Wetherby

“This is an important study of humanitarianism and U.S. foreign relations.”
—Michelle Tusun, University of Nevada–Las Vegas, author of Smyrna’s Ashes: Humanitarianism, Genocide, and the Birth of the Middle East

“By combining and comparing the work done in Spain with what was done in China, the author has brought a new perspective to the issue of medical aid and the activities of many Americans in the late 1930s and into World War II. The comparison is appropriate and well handled. Indeed, this duality is what makes this book so original and insightful.”
—Christopher Jespersen, University of North Georgia, author of American Images of China, 1931–1949

This book explores American medical relief to Spain and China in the 1930s and 1940s as responses to the Spanish Civil War and the Second Sino-Japanese War. Although serving vastly different peoples in strikingly distant landscapes, the three aid organizations focused on here illustrate a transition in how Americans responded to foreign conflict and how humanitarian aid was used as a political tool. The story of these small and relatively unknown organizations can help refine historical understanding of the development of humanitarianism and the evolution of global citizenship in the twentieth century.

Aelwen D. Wetherby is Historical Fellow at the Oak Ridge Institute for Science and Education where she conducts research into missing and unresolved casualties from World War II. She lives in Omaha, NE.
OFFICIAL MANUAL OF THE STATE OF MISSOURI, 2015-2016
Office of the Secretary of State of Missouri, Jason Kander

For more than 130 years, the Missouri Secretary of State’s Office has published what is commonly known as the “Blue Book.” Missouri’s history and the work of its public servants, including state employees and elected officials, have been collected in this book every other year since 1878. The *Official Manual* came to be known as the “Blue Book” for its frequently blue cover, a common practice with almanac publications. All but nine editions are bound with blue covers.

Each edition of the “Blue Book” is a snapshot of Missouri history. In addition to detailed information on local, state and federal governments, as well as historical and statistical information about the state, the *Official Manual* also includes stories, essays, and pictures that help preserve the state’s heritage, making the manual a key resource for exploring Missouri’s past, present and future. The 2015-2016 edition of the “Blue Book” is dedicated, by Secretary of State Jason Kander, to Missouri’s 88 state parks and multitude of municipal and county parks. Included are color photographs and an accompanying essay on the subject.

Missouri’s public servants devote time and effort to serving the state’s needs and interests. The *Official Manual* includes information about many of these people, as well as the organizations, committees, boards, and government branches that strive to provide services to the state of Missouri and its residents.

NOW AVAILABLE | $15.00 T | H: 978-0-8262-2109-4 | 1464 pp. | 6 x 9

$49.95 T
H: 978-0-8262-1921-3
416 pp. | 270 color illus. | 11 X 10
BANNED IN KANSAS
MOTION PICTURE CENSORSHIP, 1915-1966

Gerald R. Butters, Jr.

“I believe that Banned in Kansas will (and should) become a classic in the field of the social history of the motion picture in America. This book makes a very significant contribution and fills a very large void in our understanding of the forces behind the issue of social control of this important medium in the twentieth century.”—Garth Jowett, author of Film: The Democratic Art

In 1915, Kansas became one of a handful of states to establish its own film censorship board. This study examines the unique political, social, and economic factors that led to the implementation of censorship in Kansas, including why censorship legislation was enacted, what the attitudes of Kansans were toward censorship, and why it lasted for half a century. Chronicled here are the Kansas Board of Review’s attempts to control screen content during the early part of the twentieth century, tracing the board’s history from the problems posed by the emergence of “talkies” through changing sexual mores in the 1920s to challenges to its power in the 1950s and 1960s.

Gerald R. Butters, Jr., is a Professor of History at Aurora University. His research and publications examine the intersection of race and gender in American popular culture. His books include From Sweetback to Super Fly: Race and Film Audiences in Chicago’s Loop and Black Manhood on the Silent Screen. A Fulbright scholar, Butters has lectured internationally, including an address to the European Commission in Luxembourg in 2009.
RACE AND MEANING
THE AFRICAN AMERICAN EXPERIENCE IN MISSOURI

Gary R. Kremer

No one has written more about the African American experience in Missouri over the past four decades than Gary Kremer. This volume collects fourteen of his best articles in chronological order of historical events, providing a detailed account of the transition from slavery to freedom for African Americans in Missouri; all-black rural communities; and the lives of African Americans seeking new opportunities in Missouri’s cities. Available only here is a personal introduction revealing how Kremer first became interested in researching African American history and how his education at Lincoln University and the influence of his mentor, Lorenzo Greene, helped him to clarify his path as a scholar.

OCTOBER | $24.95 | P: 978-0-8262-2116-2 | 17 illus. | 360 pp. | 6.13 x 9.25

TAKE UP THE BLACK MAN’S BURDEN
KANSAS CITY’S AFRICAN AMERICAN COMMUNITIES, 1865-1939

Charles E. Coulter

By the mid-nineteenth century, Kansas City, Missouri—and along with its sister city in Kansas—had a significant African American population and served as a way station in the early years of the Great Migration. This book focuses on the people who shaped the city’s black communities, blending research with first-person accounts. This account covers social interaction, employment, cultural institutions, housing, and everyday lives within the context of Kansas City’s overall development, placing a special emphasis on the years 1919 to 1939 to probe the harsh reality of the Great Depression for Kansas City blacks—a time when many of the community’s major players also rose to prominence.

OCTOBER | $24.95 | P: 978-0-8262-2112-4 | 17 illus. | 360 pp. | 6.13 x 9.25
PENDERGAST!

Lawrence H. Larsen & Nancy J. Hulston

In this well-balanced biography, the authors examine the life of one of the early 20th century’s powerful political bosses. Beginning in 1915, Thomas J. Pendergast created a political machine that used illegal voting and criminal enforcers to gain power. Following a change in the city charter in 1925, Pendergast took control of Kansas City and ran it as his own personal business. By the 1930s, his income exceeded $30 million annually from gambling, prostitution, and narcotics, putting him in the big leagues of American civic corruption. He also wielded great power in the National Democratic Party and started Harry S. Truman on the road to the presidency.

NOVEMBER | $24.95 T | P: 978-0-8262-2114-8 | 35 illus. | 256 pp. | 6 x 9

AMERICAN GIRLS, BEER, AND GLENN MILLER
GI MORALE IN WORLD WAR II

James J. Cooke

As World War II dawned, General George C. Marshall, the new Army Chief of Staff, acknowledged that American society—and the citizens who would soon become soldiers—had drastically changed in the previous few decades. Almost every home had a radio, movies could talk, and driving to the neighborhood soda fountain was common. Products of newly created mass consumerism, soldiers of 1940 had expectations of material comfort, even while at war. Civilian soldiers provided particular challenges and Marshall wanted to improve the subpar morale services that had been provided to Great War doughboys. Cooke presents a comprehensive look at how Marshall’s efforts to cheer soldiers far from home resulted in the enduring morale services that the Army still provides today.

DECEMBER | $24.95 T | P: 978-0-8262-2111-7 | 20 illus. | 224 pp. | 6.125 x 9.25

Series: American Military Experience
THE WILD MAMMALS OF MISSOURI
Third Revised Edition
Charles W. Schwartz and Elizabeth R. Schwartz
Edited by Debby K. Fantz and Victoria L. Jackson
A co-publication with the Missouri Department of Conservation

First published in 1959, this has become the definitive guide to these animals and information about their lives. The book has grown from 63 full species accounts in the first edition to 72 in this third revised edition. In addition to Charles Schwartz’s drawings, this edition includes a full account for the elk with new artwork by Mark Raithel, new trapping records, revised common and scientific names, updates to distribution patterns, range maps, and a discussion of range expansion of the American black bear, the nine-banded armadillo, and an increase in confirmed mountain lion sightings.

JULY | $49.95 T | P: 978-0-8262-2088-2
396 pp. | 328 illus. | 72 maps/tables | 8.5 x 11

BATAAN SURVIVOR
A POW’s Account of Japanese Captivity in World War II
David L. Hardee
Edited by Frank A. Blazich, Jr.

Colonel David L. Hardee was liberated from Japanese captivity in February 1945. The text of this now annotated personal memoir was dictated and written at sea from April to May, 1945. A career infantry officer and a relative of General Douglas MacArthur, Hardee fought during the Battle of Bataan and was captured in April 1942 after the American surrender on Bataan. Hardee survived the Bataan Death March and imprisonment at three prison camps. A debilitating hernia left Hardee too ill to travel to Japan in 1944, making him one of the few lieutenant colonels to remain in the Philippines and subsequently survive the war.

AUGUST | $50.00 S | H: 978-0-8262-2082-0
247 pp. | 18 illus. | 6 x 9

THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS AND THE CHALLENGE OF RELIGION
Johannes Morsink

In 1948, the United Nations General Assembly adopted the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. This book mixes philosophical, legal, and archival arguments to argue that the language of human rights is a valid one to address the world’s disputes. Morsink updates the rationale used by the early UN visionaries and makes it available to twenty-first-century believers and unbelievers alike. The book demonstrates how the debates that informed the adoption of this pivotal international text can be utilized as a framework for international policy.

AUGUST | $65.00 S | H: 978-0-8262-2084-4
386 pp. | 6 x 9
NEW & RECENT

THE SPANISH FOREIGN LEGION IN THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR, 1936
José E. Álvarez
“A noteworthy contribution to English-language scholarship about the military aspects of the Spanish Civil War. Although the war has attracted the attention of countless scholars and other writers, there are relatively few studies of the military operations themselves, especially in English. The Legion’s close historical association with the symbolism of Franco’s “National-Catholic” dictatorship further highlights the importance of this topic, as the Legion functioned as an effective propaganda instrument and in some ways helped facilitate Franco’s rise to power.”—Geoffrey Jensen, author of Irrational Triumph: Cultural Despair, Military Nationalism, and the Ideological Origins of Franco’s Spain.

JULY | $50.00 S | H: 978-0-8262-2083-7
307 pp. | 18 illus. | 6 x 9

EAST-WEST LITERARY IMAGINATION
Cultural Exchanges from Yeats to Morrison
Yoshinobu Hakutani
“A significant intervention in recent critical discussions placing American and African American literature in global, comparative, transnational, and transpacific contexts.”—Anita Patterson, author of Race, American Literature and Transnational Modernisms
This study traces the shaping presence of cultural interactions, arguing that American literature has become a hybridization of Eastern and Western literary traditions. Hakutani examines this influence through the works of Emerson, Thoreau, Whitman, and through the interactions of modernists such as Yone Noguchi, Yeats, Pound, Camus, and Kerouac. Finally, he argues that African American literature—as represented by Wright, Ellison, Walker, Morrison, and James Emanuel—is postmodern and takes on full significance only when read as an index to an evolving literature of cultural exchanges.

AUGUST | $80.00 S | H: 978-0-8262-2080-6
293 pp. | 6 x 9

DOROTHY DUNNETT’S LYMOND CHRONICLES
The Enigma of Francis Crawford
Scott Richardson
“Those less familiar with Dunnett’s work will find their appetites whetted by frequent contextual reference to both classic and popular literature’s treatment of heroes and the narrative structures in which they dwell.”—Judith Wilt, author of Women Writers and the Hero of Romance
Since the first installment of Dunnett’s series was published in 1961, Francis Crawford of Lymond, the swashbuckling protagonist of the stories, has captivated his fellow characters and readers alike. Richardson unravels the complexities of the main character by exploring his psychology, positioning the books within the genre of espionage, and examining Dunnett’s strategy of using games in her writing.

AVAILABLE | $50.00 | H: 978-0-8262-2081-3
269 pp. | 6 x 9
LLOYD GAINES
AND THE FIGHT TO END SEGREGATION
James W. Endersby and William T. Horner
Series: Studies in Constitutional Democracy
In 1935, Lloyd Gaines’ application to the University of Missouri law school was denied based on his race. Missouri ex rel. Gaines v. Canada (1938) was the first in a long line of decisions by the U.S. Supreme Court regarding race, higher education, and equal opportunity. The NAACP moved Gaines to Chicago after he received death threats, but before he could attend law school, he vanished.

AVAILABLE | $36.95 T | H: 978-0-8262-2085-1
336 pp. | 12 illus. | 6 x 9

JOHN HENRY WIGMORE
AND THE RULES OF EVIDENCE
The Hidden Origins of Modern Law
Andrew Porwancher
Series: Studies in Constitutional Democracy
“Brings to light a good deal of new material on the connections among important figures in ‘legal modernism.’” — Robert P. Burns, author of A Theory of the Trial
At the dawn of the twentieth century, intellectuals in all fields sought ways to make sense of an increasingly unfamiliar reality. In the midst of this crisis, John Henry Wigmore, dean of the Northwestern University School of Law, single-handedly modernized the jury trial with his 1904-5 Treatise on evidence, an encyclopedic work that dominated the conduct of trials. In so doing, he inspired generations of progressive jurists—among them Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., Benjamin Cardozo, and Felix Frankfurter—to reshape American law to meet the demands of a new era.

AVAILABLE | $40.00 S | H: 978-0-8262-2086-8
243 pp. | 6 x 9

WORDS MATTER
Writing to Make a Difference
Edited by Amanda Dahling and Mary Kay Blakely
“I wish I’d had this book when I was teaching advanced magazine writing—in fact, for any of my writing classes.” — K. C. Cole, author of Something Incredibly Wonderful Happens: Frank Oppenheimer and His Astonishing Exploratorium
This anthology is divided into three broad categories: profiles, first person journalism, and personal memoirs. Original articles are included with a postscript in which the writers discuss what they have learned about writing, journalism, or the business of getting published. This book provides examples of classic magazine articles by professional writers—all of whom are graduates of the Missouri School of Journalism—that resonate with general readers and students alike.

AVAILABLE | $29.95 T | H: 978-0-8262-2089-9
281 pp. | 6 x 9
DIRT, SWEAT, AND DIESEL
A Family Farm in the Twenty-first Century

Steven L. Hilty

“The great strengths of this book are the author’s knowledge and understanding of rural life, including the weather, land, animals, technology, and people of the Midwest.”—Bonnie Stepenoff, author of Working the Mississippi: Two Centuries of Life on the River

Farming today is technologically complex and requires a broad set of skills: soil conservation, animal husbandry, mechanics, knowledge of financial markets and computer technology. This book depicts seasonal life on a modern Missouri farm that produces grains, grass seed, corn, and cattle. Hilty’s portrayal of the family’s skills and the scale of financial risks undertaken only to be timelessly vulnerable to the weather is an offering of new perspective and appreciation for farm life.

AVAILABLE | $29.95 T | H: 978-0-8262-2079-0
315 pp. | 13 illus. | 6 x 9

CHARLES K. MCCLATCHY AND THE GOLDEN ERA OF AMERICAN JOURNALISM

Steven M. Avella

“It is fascinating to read what a single publisher could accomplish and the remarkable influence wielded by a newspaper when few alternatives existed.”—Gary F. Kurutz, co-author of California Calls You: The Art of Promoting the Golden State

Charles K. McClatchy was twenty-five when he inherited The Sacramento Bee from his father, and his ensuing career as the paper’s editor extended well beyond the newsroom. Until his death in 1936, McClatchy was a consistent advocate for Progressive politics, a crusader for urban reform, a staunch isolationist, and a voice for Northern California. This biography explores his career as the long-time editor of the Bee in a work that weaves the history of Northern California with that of American newspapers.

AVAILABLE | $36.95 T | H: 978-0-8262-2068-4
425 pp. | 12 illus. | 6 x 9

MY WAR IN ITALY
On the Ground and in Flight with the 15th Air Force

Keith W. Mason

Series: American Military Experience

This memoir of one man’s war years provides insight on the inner workings of serving as an airman during World War II: facing stultifying boredom, stupefying incompetence, paralyzing fear, and stunning success. Details of how crews were selected for combat missions, of the necessity to occasionally break up crews, and of select missions in which Mason was a participant are important additions to the history and literature of this often neglected theater.

AVAILABLE | $32.95 S | H: 978-0-8262-2059-2
298 pp. | 17 illus. | 6 x 9
This book explains the political atmosphere in Missouri prior to the Civil War and the war’s effects on Missourians throughout the first year of the tortuous struggle to determine the state’s allegiance. During the 1850s, as arguments over states’ rights and slavery escalated, Missouri became one of the most volatile regions in the nation. Friends, families, and neighbors often found themselves on opposite sides of the issues because of the strong ties Missouri had with both the North and the South.

The authors introduce key political and military players—including Nathaniel Lyon, Sterling Price, Ulysses S. Grant—and explain military operations from the first battle at Boonville to the 1861 battles at Carthage, Wilson’s Creek, Athens, Lexington, and Belmont. Missouri soon came to epitomize the tragedy of the nation’s internecine struggle.

James Denny is a former historian with the Missouri Department of Natural Resources and the author of several books, including the *Atlas of Lewis and Clark in Missouri* (published by the University of Missouri Press). He lives in Lupus, Missouri, where he served several terms as town mayor.

John Bradbury is a Center for Missouri Studies senior fellow and former Assistant Director of the State Historical Society of Missouri’s Research Center-Rolla. He is the author of numerous articles and books and lives in Rolla, MO.
In this stunning book, four accomplished writers and lifelong conservationists team up with keen-eyed photographers to capture the compelling history, beauty, and recreational value of Missouri’s unique state park system, one that has been ranked among the top four in the nation. The book features hundreds of photographs and includes information on all 88 state parks and historic sites, including the longest developed rails-to-trail project in the nation, homes of famous Missourians, Civil War battlefields, and other reminders of the past such as mills and covered bridges. The authors tell the complete story of the park system, from its inception in 1917 to the newest state park created in 2015, encompassing much of Missouri’s history as well as its scenic and varied landscape.

Susan Flader is Professor Emerita of U.S. Western, environmental, and Missouri history at the University of Missouri—Columbia. John A. Karel is president of the L-A-D Foundation and former Director of State Parks and of Tower Grove Park in St. Louis. B. H. Rucker devoted his career to state parks as chief of cultural resources and historic preservation. Oliver Schuchard is a landscape photographer and professor emeritus of art at the University of Missouri—Columbia. Two co-authors of the first edition are deceased: R. Robert Pryor (1945-1999) was Executive Director of the Missouri Coalition for the Environment, and Charles Callison (1913-1993) was Executive Vice President of the National Audubon Society.
NEW REGIONALISM
THE ART OF BRYAN HAYNES

Bryan Dawes Haynes, Edited by Karen Glines

Historical figures, Native Americans and local characters inhabit the sweeping views of the New Regionalist paintings by Bryan Haynes. Influenced from an early age by American Regionalist painters Thomas Hart Benton and Grant Wood, Haynes’ landscape and historical paintings are characterized by sculptural forms, undulating lines, and rhythmic gestures. These paintings celebrate local history and people often ignored in the cultural centers of urban America.

In this beautiful coffee table book, Haynes presents the progression of his art career from the 1980s to the present, including his commercial work and murals, but mainly focusing on what he is best known for: his landscape and historical paintings, particularly those of Missouri. These are carefully researched and the details of historical figures’ clothing, tools, activities, and the surrounding landscape are painstakingly accurate. These details enhance the breathtaking beauty of his landscapes and people.

Bryan Dawes Haynes is an illustrator, muralist, and commercial artist whose work has appeared in the pages of national magazines, in advertising campaigns, and on album covers, posters, and book covers. Recent commissions include works on display at the Kauffman Foundation in Kansas City, the Westward Expansion Memorial Museum at the Arch, and the Missouri Botanical Gardens. He lives in St. Alban’s, MO.

$49.99 T | H: 978-0-9749341-7-4 | 204 pp. | 200 illus. | 12 x 13
NOTABLE BACKLIST

DICK COLE’S WAR
$29.95 T | H: 978-0-8562-2066-0
Series: American Military Experience

THE COLLAPSE OF PRICE’S RAID
$32.95 T | H: 978-0-8262-2025-7
Series: Shades of Blue and Gray

JOYCE’S CITY
$60.00 S | H: 978-0-8262-2045-5

AMERICAN TRAGEDIAN
$55.00 S | H: 978-0-8262-2048-6

THE UNKNOWN TRAVELS AND DUBIOUS PURSUITS OF WILLIAM CLARK
$36.95 T | H: 978-0-8262-2049-3

THOMAS HART BENTON (ADAMS)
$50.00 S | H: 978-0-8262-2050-9
HARRY S. TRUMAN AND THE COLD WAR REVISIONISTS
$19.95 T | P: 978-0-8262-2060-8

THE GREAT HEART OF THE REPUBLIC
$25.00 S | P: 978-0-8262-2064-6

THE CIVIL WAR IN MISSOURI
$24.95 T | P: 978-0-8262-2078-3

PROPHESYING DAUGHTERS
$19.95 T | P: 978-0-8262-2070-7

BYLINE, RICHARD WRIGHT
$34.95 T | P: 978-0-8262-2092-9

A CITY DIVIDED
$24.95 T | P: 978-0-8262-2095-0
NOTABLE BACKLIST

SLAVES AND SLAVEHOLDERS IN BERMUDA
$24.95 T | P: 978-0-8262-2097-4

A RED BOYHOOD
$24.95 T | P: 978-0-8262-2094-3

MASSACRE IN MEXICO
$25.00 S | P: 978-0-8262-0817-0

CAPTURING THE NEWS
$19.95 T | P: 978-0-8262-2061-5

FOOTSTEPS ON THE ICE
$19.95 T | P: 978-0-8262-2062-2

MURIEL RUKEYSER’S THE BOOK OF THE DEAD
$19.95 T | P: 978-0-8262-2063-9
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